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Plantensive’s JDA Services Overview

What We Do
We have deep experience across the entire supply
and demand chain, including merchandise
planning, demand forecasting, replenishment,
space and category management, and supply
chain optimization. Our mission is to provide
leadership and expertise to you in the following
areas:

JDA Solutions we specialize in:
JDA Merchandise and Assortment Planning
(Enterprise Planning, Assortment, and Allocation)
JDA Supply Chain Planning & Optimization
(Demand, Fulﬁllment, Enterprise Supply Planning,
Inventory Optimizaton, and Production Scheduling)

JDA System Implementation & Upgrade

JDA Space & Category Management
(CKB, Floor Planning, Space Planning, Space
Automation, Planogram Generator)

Planogram Production & Maintenance

JDA Store Operations
(Enterprise Store Operations, Workforce Management)

JDA Software Sales

Supply Chain & Inventory Management
Diagnostic
Merchandise Planning Diagnostic
Vendor Software Selection
Business Process Design

Program/Project Management
Testing & QA

Custom Training

We Know JDA

Software Sales
Plantensive simpliﬁes your JDA objectives with our
ability to manage the entire lifecycle – from strategic
planning
and
software
licensing
through
implementation and ongoing suport. We are an
authorized JDA Software reseller, allowing us to offer
world-class supply chain and retail planning solutions
designed and priced for businesses of every size.
We offer licensing for many JDA solutions, including:

Plantensive has over a 15 years of experience
delivering implementations, upgrades, and
integrations of JDA software applications within
the supply chain, merchandising, and planning
domains. With over 250 successful client
engagements under our belt, we help retailers
and manufacturers realize the value and ROI from
their JDA applications.

Accelerated supply chain and retail planning solutions.

JDA Merchandise and Assortment Planning
(Enterprise Planning, Assortment, and Allocation)
JDA Supply Chain Planning and Optimization

(Demand, Fulﬁllment, Enterprise Supply Planning,
Inventory Optimizaton, and Production Scheduling)
JDA Space & Category Management
(CKB, Floor Planning, Space Planning, Space
Automation, Planogram Generator)
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Flexible Engagement Models

Plantensive’s
Agile
Deployment
A single delivery model can
be constraining,
which is why weMethodology
offer a variety of ways to engage, allowing you
to select the option that best ﬁts your needs. Whether you need a single pair of hands or an entire team of
(ADM)
& Toolkit ™
experts, we’re here to help.
Merchandising On Demand
Plantensive’s Merchandising on Demand is a scalable, “as you need it” service that provides your organization
with our team’s extensive expertise without the burden of a long-term contract. We offer the ability to
outsource your planogram, ﬂoorplan, cluster, and assortment development to a team of highly-experienced,
on-shore, space and category management professionals.

Project Work
Have a project that demands a skilled team to help guide it from end to end? We’ve worked with some of the
largest and best-known retailers and manufacturers in the world; we’ll put that experience to work for you.
We’ll take your nascent project off your hands and deliver it back to you on time, within budget, and to
speciﬁcation.

Strategic Advisory
Looking for a partner who can provide insight and understanding to position your supply chain for superior
growth and optimization? We’ll work with you to create high-level strategies and assess project feasibility and
ROI.

Staff Augmentation
Need someone with a specialized set of skills to come in and solve a problem with surgical precision?
Plantensive’s highly-skilled consulting force is available for staff augmentation engagements, no matter how
big or small the need. Click here to learn more!

If you’re looking for a partner whose service offerings
meet your unique business needs without breaking
your budget, give us a call. You may ﬁnd it’s one of the
best business decisions you’ve ever made.



[The Plantensive team] was very competent,
seasoned, knowledgeable and professional.
Most importantly, we enjoyed working with
them. It was refreshing the way Plantensive’s
management partnered with us to help
create and execute the engagement.
I would not hesitate to recommend
Plantensive to anyone.
- VP, Supply Chain | Beverage CPG Company



Let’s Talk!

About Plantensive
Plantensive is a supply chain, retail planning, and category management solutions provider to many of the world’s leading
companies across the CPG, distribution, manufacturing, and retail industries. We provide end to end supply chain solutions
and proven tools to accelerate value. We build, implement and optimize dynamic, reliable supply chain solutions aligned
with your business strategy. Plantensive’s global supply chain services meet you wherever you are in your journey – from
your suppliers to your customers.

Accelerated supply chain and retail planning solutions.
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